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Teaching notes on 8.01 Recap
Slide 1
Learning objective: To use new vocabulary to recap the grammar we’ve learned so far. The
new grammar in this unit (prepositions) is very straightforward, so we’ll use the opportunity
to learn some more vocabulary to expand our repertoire of words and practice the grammar
we’ve encountered over the previous seven units.
Mouse-click on this slide will also make Iucundus say ‘salvete!’ (‘sal-way-tay’) to the class.
This means ‘hello!’ The pupils can reply by saying ‘salve!’ (‘sal-way’). ‘Salve’ is the greeting
used to one person and ‘salvete’ is a greeting to more than one.
Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’):
[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’
[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’
[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’
[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’
The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’).
Slide 2

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary and some
ambitious English words. Displayed around the screen are some new Latin words.
On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived.
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension,
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which
word class each of these new words belongs.
Slides 3-8

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences mixing up both ‘esse’, the regular verb forms we’ve learned so
far and the new vocabulary. All the vocabulary is listed by word class and picture-cued at the
left of the screen, but you may want to check the class remember the English meanings of
the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by the appearance (on mouse-click)
of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner. They are then cued on further mouse-
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click to chant through ‘esse’
tones.

🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first.
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the
sentence. The sentences are:
Slide 3: equi campum totum vident [The horses see the whole field.]
Slide 4: frigidi estis? [Are y’all cold?]
Slide 5: femina insulam totam fortiter curat [The woman bravely looks after the whole
island.]
Slide 6: magi vaccas iratas celeriter ducunt. [The wizards quickly lead the angry cows.]
Slide 7: dea irata dicit, “in villa maneo!” [The angry goddess says, “I’m staying in the
house!”]
Slide 8: in taberna stamus et frigidi sumus! [We’re standing in the shop and we’re cold!]
Slide 9

📝 Iucundus introduces today’s written exercise, a ‘Recap Workout’. There are four parts
on the worksheet, in different formats, so this should feel a bit like Latin ‘circuits’!
Slide 10
The plenary slide:
Question 1 What is the job of an aqueduct? [to take (‘ducere’) water (‘aqua’) from place to
place]
Question 2 Which English words come from ‘totus/tota’ meaning ‘whole’ or ‘all’? [total,
totally, subtotal]
Question 3 in insula habitatis? [Do y’all live on an island? ‘ita vero’ if you’re in the UK!]
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Teaching notes on 8.02 Prepositions
Slide 1
Learning objective: To learn some Latin prepositions and see how they’re used in sentences.
Prepositions are fairly straightforward in Latin as they don’t change their endings like nouns,
verbs or adjectives. However, they do change the endings of the noun they’re
‘prepositioning’. Eagle-eyed students may notice this, but it’s nothing we need to go into
any depth with. On this course (and in most original Latin) prepositions come right before
the word they’re ‘prepositioning’ so it’s easy to identify the preposition-noun pairs.
Mouse-click on this slide will also make Iucundus say ‘salvete!’ (‘sal-way-tay’) to the class.
This means ‘hello!’ The pupils can reply by saying ‘salve!’ (‘sal-way’). ‘Salve’ is the greeting
used to one person and ‘salvete’ is a greeting to more than one.
Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’):
[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’
[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’
[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’
[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’
The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’).
Slide 2

🤓💬 A game of Ecce Centurio to recap the new Latin vocabulary.
Slide 3
We’ll be looking at a new word class today – prepositions – so we need to check that we
understand what a preposition does. It tells us where something is happening, but not just
in physical space – it can apply to where in time, too.
Slides 4-13

🤓💬 We’re going to spot the prepositions in several English sentences. On mouse-click
the preposition will turn orange and will fly over to Iucundus, who’s helpfully collecting
them for us. Note that some of the prepositions indicate physical space (e.g. ‘through the
muddy puddle’) but some illustrate their use in time (e.g. ‘before it gets dark’).
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Slide 14
On mouse-click, Iucundus will ‘release’ all the English prepositions we’ve collected, and on
further mouse-click, their Latin equivalents will pop up. Some students may at this point
start to make links with English words (e.g. ‘superhuman’, ‘submarine’) and this is
something that we’ll explore in more detail in the unit’s next lesson.

📝 The class is then prompted to move on to their written exercise.
Slide 15
The plenary slide:
Question 1 What does a preposition tell us? [where something happens in time or in space]
Question 2 Which preposition is the same in English and in Latin? [in]
Question 3 hodie sol lucet? [Is the sun shining today? It’s a big ‘minime!’ where I’m sitting
today!]
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Teaching notes on 8.03 Prepositions
Slide 1
Learning objective: To discover Latin preposition roots in English and use them as a key to
understand English words.
Mouse-click on this slide will also make Iucundus say ‘salvete!’ (‘sal-way-tay’) to the class.
This means ‘hello!’ The pupils can reply by saying ‘salve!’ (‘sal-way’). ‘Salve’ is the greeting
used to one person and ‘salvete’ is a greeting to more than one.
Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’):
[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’
[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’
[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’
[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’
The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’).
Slide 2

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge using Latin prepositions as a little warm-up to the
written exercise to come later.
Slide 3
A quick note on prepositions and the effect on nouns that some eagle-eyed students may
have noticed in the last lesson (and which we’ll see more of today). After a recap of what a
preposition is, mouse-clicks will then explain that:
(1) Latin prepositions don’t change their endings

😃

(2) but they do change the ending of the noun that follows them

😳

(3) but you don’t need to worry about that. Just translate the preposition with the noun that
follows it

😅

Further mouse-clicks reveal some examples of preposition-noun phrases.
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Slides 4-9

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences. All the vocabulary is listed by word class and picture-cued at
the left of the screen, but you may want to check the class remember the English meanings
of the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by the appearance (on mouseclick) of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner (they have already recapped ‘esse’
in the previous slide). They are then cued on further mouse-click to chant through ‘esse’

🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed tones.

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first.
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the
sentence. The sentences are:
Slide 4: vaccae per campum currunt [The cows run through the field.]
Slide 5: sub aqua es? [Are you under water?]
Slide 6: in villa bene dormio [I sleep well in the house.]
Slide 7: porcos e campos irate ducitis [Y’all angrily lead the pigs out of the fields.]
Slide 8: magas trans aqua audimus [We hear the witches across the water.]
Slide 9: femina in campo stat et equus circum feminam currit [The woman stands in the field
and the horse runs around the woman.]
Slide 10
Iucundus mentions the fact that Latin prefixes often pop up in English words, often as
prefixes. On mouse-click, there are some examples of how understanding these Latin
preposition roots can help us decode English words.

📝 The class is then prompted to move on to their written exercise.
Slide 15
The plenary slide:
Question 1 Can you think of an English word that comes from the Latin ‘sub’, meaning
‘under’? [submarine, subway, suburb, subdued, subtract, subterranean, submerge,
subsequent, subtle, substitute, subconscious, subscribe]
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Question 2 If you see the prefix ‘super’ in an English word, what can you work out about its
meaning? [it’s something to do with above/beyond/over]
Question 3 hodie pluit? [Is it raining today?]
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Teaching notes on 8.04 The history of Hannibal
Slide 1
Learning objective: To record more vocabulary in our mini dictionaries and to use this
knowledge to read and illustrate the history of Hannibal
Mouse-click on this slide will also make Iucundus say ‘salvete!’ (‘sal-way-tay’) to the class.
This means ‘hello!’ The pupils can reply by saying ‘salve!’ (‘sal-way’). ‘Salve’ is the greeting
used to one person and ‘salvete’ is a greeting to more than one.
Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’):
[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’
[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’
[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’
[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’
The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’).
Slides 2-6

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences containing prepositions. All the vocabulary is listed by word
class and picture-cued at the left of the screen, but you may want to check the class
remember the English meanings of the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by
the appearance (on mouse-click) of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner. They
are then cued on further mouse-click to chant through ‘esse’

🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily,

🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed tones.
The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first.
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the
sentence. The sentences are:
Slide 2: maga super insula manet [The witch stays above the island.]
Slide 3: e taberna curris [You run out of the shop.]
Slide 4: ad villam curro [I run to the house.]
Slide 5: in horto rotas facimus [We make wheels in the garden.]
Slide 6: ventum per campo auditis? [Do y’all hear the wind through the field?]
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Slide 7

📝 Time for the pupils to record this unit’s vocabulary in the relevant mini dictionary
sections. Before the pupils write in the words and their English meanings, run through them
on the board: insula (island), deus (god), dea (goddess), campus (field), totus/tota (whole, all
or total), stare (to stand), ducere (to take or to lead), dicere (to say or to speak), manere (to
stay or remain), per (through), trans (across), e/ex (out, out of), super (above, beyond), sub
(under), ante (before), post (after), ad (to) and circum (around).
Slide 8

📝 A walk-through, showing how to complete the Hannibal worksheet:
1. Read the story, remembering or working out what the Latin words mean (these are
words that they’ve just put in their dictionaries, so they should hopefully recall
them).
2. Draw pictures that illustrate the scene or action in each panel.
3. Fill in the English meaning of the Latin words at the bottom.
Slide 9
The plenary slide:
Question 1 If something is ‘substandard’, do you think it is good or bad? Why? [Bad,
because it’s under (sub) the standard expected]
Question 2 Why, do you think, did supermarkets get their name? [because they go beyond
the size or quality of a normal market]
Question 3 Which unusual animal did Hannibal take to war against the Romans? [Elephants,
but sources tell us that not many actually survived crossing the Alps]
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Teaching notes on 8.05 Unit 8 Assessment
Slide 1
Learning Objective: to recap and demonstrate what we’ve learned in Unit 8. This lesson will
take the form of a general recap of the previous lessons in the unit, followed by a quiz to
assess the pupils’ knowledge.
Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’):
[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’
[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’
[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’
[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’
The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’).
Slide 2
A recap of these core learning points (most of which cover sentence translation technique)
appears on mouse-click. They can be used as a discussion stimulus to see what the students
recall.
Learning point 1: Prepositions tell us where something happens in physical space or time.
Latin prepositions don’t change their endings but they can affect the endings of the noun
that follows them.
Learning point 2: You can describe the weather in Latin.
Learning point 3: Hannibal was a great African general who fought the Romans
The eighteen new words that the students put in their mini dictionaries also appear.
Slide 3

📝 This slide shows the two pages (four sections) of the Unit 8 Quiz. The students can
then work individually on completing it. Once this is done, you can go through the answers
on …
Slides 4-7
…where the answers will be revealed on mouse-click.
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Slide 8
This unit’s gold star award and a brief look-ahead to what’s in Unit 9.
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Teaching notes on 8.05a Millefiore pots
Slide 1
Learning objective: To make a replica Roman millefiori pot. The final lesson this unit is an
enjoyable reward for all the last few weeks’ hard work. In this session, we explore the
Roman art of millefiore (‘thousand flowers’ in Italian) glass making, which is still a style
popular today. After investigating how these amazing artefacts are made, pupils will then
turn their hand to making their own millefiore bowls from colourful polymer clay.
Mouse-click on this slide will also make Iucundus say ‘salvete!’ (‘sal-way-tay’) to the class.
This means ‘hello!’ The pupils can reply by saying ‘salve!’ (‘sal-way’). ‘Salve’ is the greeting
used to one person and ‘salvete’ is a greeting to more than one.
Iucundus then decides to talk about the weather and asks us, [mouse-click] ‘hodie’ (‘today’):
[mouse-click] ‘pluit?’ – ‘is it raining?’
[mouse-click] ‘sol lucet’ – ‘is the sun shining?’
[mouse-click] ‘ventus efflavit’ – ‘is the wind blowing?’
[mouse-click] ‘nix adest’ – ‘is there snow?’
The pupils can reply in Latin with, ‘hodie…’ and the phrase that best describes the weather
e.g. ‘hodie sol lucet’ (‘Today the sun is shining’).
Slide 2
Shows some examples of Roman millefiori glasswork (from the V&A).
Slide 3
An explanation (on mouse-click) of how millefiori glass is made. There is also a good video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQw_yUsTVS0 showing the modern technique. It’s not
too dissimilar to how the Romans did it.
Slides 4-8
The instructions for making a millefiori pot out of polymer clay. These instructions are also
on a printable worksheet you can give the pupils.
Polymer clay can be bought fairly cheaply: this pack from
Amazon (https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00MVG3X6Y/ref=sr_ph_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1485265
670&sr=sr-1&keywords=polymer+clay) easily provides enough clay for one class.
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